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**Abstract:** Commercial LiFePO₄ (LFP) electrode still cannot meet the demand of high energy density lithium-ion batteries as a result of its low theoretical specific capacity (170 mA h g⁻¹). Instead of traditional electrochemical inert polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), the incorporation of multifunctional polymeric binder becomes a possible strategy to overcome the bottleneck of LFP cathode. Herein, a novel polyimide (PI) binder was synthesized through a facile hydrothermal polymerization route. The PI binder exhibits better connection between active particles with uniform dispersion than that of PVDF. The multifunctional PI binder not only shows well dispersion stability in the organic electrolyte, but also contributes to extra capacity because of the existence of electrochemical active carbonyl groups in the polymer chain. Besides, the high intrinsic ion conductivity of PI also results in promoted ion transfer kinetic. Consequently, the LFP cathode using PI binder (LFP–PI) shows larger capacity and better rate capability than LFP cathode with PVDF binder (LFP–PVDF). Meanwhile, the superior binding ability also endows LFP–PI with great cycling stability compared to the LFP–PVDF electrode.
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1 Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have covered most of the aspects of human civilization such as various mobile electronic devices, electric vehicles, and large-scale energy storage [1–8]. Compared with LiCoO₂, LiMn₂O₄, and Li-rich layered cathode, LiFePO₄ (LFP) has already dominated the most commercial applications for its excellent cycle stability, high safety, environmental friendliness, and low cost [9,10]. However, the poor electronic conductivity and low ion mobility result in inferior rate capability for the LFP cathode [11,12]. These shortcomings can be improved by the size reduction to the nanoscale, carbon/conductive polymer coating, and element-doping strategies [13–17]. The incorporation of carbon additives during the electrode fabrication process also can effectively promote the electronic conductivity. In addition, the high reversibility and moderate operating potential also make LFP more competitive compared to other cathodes. Therefore, there are still no alternatives available to completely replace the LFP cathode in terms of operational safety, stability, and manufacturing cost. Despite the significant progresses in the past few decades, the energy density of LFP-based batteries has almost reached its limit value because of its low theoretical specific capacity (170 mA h g⁻¹), which seriously impeded the development of high-density LIBs. Therefore, the poor energy density has become a bottleneck restricting further development of LFP.

Generally, it is almost impossible to improve the specific capacity of LFP cathode through the material
modification. Instead, reducing inactive components, increasing active mass loading, and using lightweight packaging during the electrode fabrication process seem to be the feasible strategies [18,19]. Among the critical electrode components, the current collector and conductive additive that supply continuous and uninterrupted electron transfer channel are almost certainly impossible to be replaced [20–22]. Therefore, optimizing the content and properties of polymeric binder functioning as the bridge between active particles becomes a feasible solution to enhance the energy density [23]. Currently, the commercial binders used in both cathode and graphite anode are dominated by polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) as a result of its superior electrochemical stability, mechanical properties, processing properties, oxidation, and corrosion resistance for the high energy C–F bond [24–26]. Nevertheless, the swelling in the electrolyte during long-time operation would result in the failure of binding property, which further causes the isolation and crack of active particles. The binding mechanism of PVDF relies on weak van der Waals force, which cannot withstand the large volume change of electrodes especially for silicon anode [27]. Notably, the poor ion conductivity of PVDF also leads to sluggish ion diffusion and large polarization, further limiting the rate capability. In addition, some other binders such as polytetrafluoroethylene, carboxyl methyl cellulose, polyacrylic acid, and styrene butadiene rubber have also been used in various energy storage systems [23,28]. However, their differences in solubility, dispersion, adhesion strength, conductivity, and electrochemical stability make them only suitable for specific solvent, electrolyte, or voltage window [29–31].

Recently, polyimide (PI) binder has become a promising candidate for LIBs because of its superior thermal/mechanical properties, strong adhesion strength, excellent film-forming ability, and high intrinsic ion conductivity [32]. Kim et al. reported that Si anode prepared with PI binder exhibited twice the capacity retention than that of Si anode with PVDF [27]. The outstanding mechanical stability of PI can effectively buffer the huge volume change of Si anode during repeated discharge/charge process [33,34]. Inspired by the excellent thermal and chemical stability of PI, Song et al. used a fluorinated PI as the binder of high-voltage Li-rich layered oxide cathode (FPI–LMNC) [35]. Because of the strong interaction between –CF₃ groups and surface of LMNC, the formed protective layer effectively suppressed the decomposition of active materials at high voltage (up to 4.7 V). Thus FPI–LMNC showed a significantly enhanced cycling stability than that of LMNC electrode prepared with PVDF. Moreover, PI as a widely used engineering plastic with abundant resources and structural diversity also possesses the potential of large-scale application in energy storage [36,37]. Therefore, the exploration of PI binders holds enormous promise for the enhancement of energy density for high-safety LFP cathode. Besides, PI has been mainly synthesized by thermal amination process involving toxic organic solvents and high-temperature procedures [38]. By comparison, the hydrothermal polymerization is an environmentally friendly synthetic route with cost-effectiveness as described in our previous work [37,39,40], avoiding the adoption of toxic solvents and harsh conditions.

Herein, a multifunctional PI binder was synthesized through a facile hydrothermal polymerization route and subsequently used in the fabrication process of LFP electrode. The morphology, dispersion, chemical stability in organic electrolyte, and structural stability during long cycles of LFP electrodes fabricated with PVDF (LFP–PVDF) and PI (LFP–PI) binders were investigated and compared in detail. The PI binder not only serves as the effective bridges between active LFP particles but also boosts the uniform distribution of particles. Besides, the high intrinsic ion conductivity of PI can accelerate ion transfer between active LFP particles. More importantly, the active carbonyl groups existing in the PI chain can contribute to the extra capacity based on the reversible enolization reaction. Therefore, LFP–PI exhibits larger capacity and better rate capability compared with LFP–PVDF. Besides, the superior chemical stability of PI binder in organic electrolyte also endows LFP–PI electrode with great cycling stability. This work confirms that the design of multifunctional polymeric binder can break the performance bottleneck of LFP electrode and offers a new view for the development of high energy density LIBs.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials

LFP powder was purchased from Guangdong Canrd New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. PVDF was purchased from Solvay Co., Ltd. PI was synthesized through a hydrothermal polymerization method using 3,3′,4,4′-benzo-phenonetetra carbosylic dihydride (BTDA) and 1-(4-aminophenyl)-2,3-dihydro-1,3,3-trimethyl-1H-inden-5-amine (DAPI) as monomers. In a typical synthesis, equimolar BTDA (1 g) and DAPI were firstly dispersed in 60 mL deionized water under vigorous stirring at 80°C for 2 h. Then the obtained monomer salt was washed by deionized water to remove the unreacted monomer followed by drying process at 60°C. The
as-prepared monomer salt powder was transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave and kept at 200°C for 12 h. After being cooled to room temperature, the precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration and washed with deionized water. Finally, the PI was obtained after drying at 80°C overnight under vacuum condition.

2.2 Characterization

The morphology was characterized by SU 8010 field emission scanning electron microscope. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded at room temperature with a D8 Advance diffractometer. Fourier transform infrared spectra (FT-IR) were conducted on a Nexus 470 spectrometer. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a Mettler Toledo (Switzerland) at a heating rate of 20°C/min in a nitrogen atmosphere.

2.3 Electrochemical measurements

The working electrodes consisted of LFP (80 wt%), conductive carbon SP (10 wt%), and binders (10 wt%) in N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP). The LFP cathodes were prepared with two different binders of PVDF (LFP–PVDF) and PI (LFP–PI), respectively. Meanwhile, the LFP cathodes were also fabricated using the mixture of PVDF and PI as binders with different PI contents of 30, 50, and 70 wt%, namely LFP–PI-0.3, LFP–PI-0.5, and LFP–PI-0.7. The electrolyte was 1 mol/L LiPF₆ in 1:1:1 (v/v/v) mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate (DMC)/ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC). Coin type half-cells (CR-2032) were assembled under an argon-filled glovebox with lithium foil as the counter electrode and Celgard 2400 porous membrane as the separator. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed on CHI 760 electrochemical workstation within the potential window of 2.5–4.2 V (vs Li/Li⁺). Charge–discharge tests were performed on a CT2001A battery testing system between 2.5 and 3.7 V (vs Li/Li⁺). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests were conducted in a frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz with AC amplitude of 5 mV by CHI 760 electrochemical workstation.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 1a and b shows the molecular structures and FT-IR spectra of commercial PVDF and the as-prepared PI. PVDF exhibits the typical characteristic peaks at 1,400 and 1,180 cm⁻¹, representing the presence of C–F bonds. As for PI binder, the peaks located at 1,780 and 1,720 cm⁻¹ are assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibration peaks of C–O moieties, respectively. Another strong peak at around 1,373 cm⁻¹ corresponds to the absorption peak of C–N. The FT-IR results confirm the

Figure 1: (a) Chain structures and (b) FT-IR spectra of PVDF and PI binders; SEM images of (c and e) PVDF and (d and f) PI binders.
The morphology and binding stability of fresh LFP–PVDF and LFP–PI electrode films were further analyzed as shown in Figure 3. Active LFP particles in the LFP–PVDF electrode appear obvious agglomeration and local LFP particles aggregated into micron-sized bulk (Figure 3a and b). Especially, partial LFP particles and conductive carbon are disconnected without PVDF binding (Figure 3c), which may be ascribed to the uneven dispersion during the fabrication process of electrode slurry. LFP–PI electrodes exhibit even distribution of active particles without partial aggregation (Figure 3d and e). In addition, obvious PI binders can be observed between active particles and conductive carbon (Figure 3f). The uniform distribution and better connection of active materials can promote the full infiltration of electrolyte and provide continuous Li-ions diffusion path. Besides, the better binding stability of PI also can effectively avoid re-aggregation of particles during charge–discharge process. The above results reveal that the as-prepared PI can also serve as an effective binder for LFP electrode.

To systematically investigate the influence of different binders on the electrochemical performance of LFP electrode, the coin-type cells with LFP–PVDF and LFP–PI as working electrodes were assembled. Figure 4a shows the typical CV curves of LFP–PVDF and LFP–PI within the same voltage range of 2.5–4.2 V (vs Li/Li⁺) at 1.0 mV S⁻¹. LFP–PI and LFP–PVDF show sharp redox peaks at 3.24/3.78 and 3.26/3.66 V, respectively, which are assigned to the typical Li-ions insertion/extraction behavior in LFP electrode [43]. It is worth mentioning that LFP–PI shows significantly larger peak current than that of LFP–PVDF, which can be explained by the higher electrochemical activity of LFP–PI electrode because of the highly intrinsic ion conductivity of PI binder and the uniform distribution of active materials [44]. However, LFP–PI exhibits larger peak potential difference
(0.54 V) than that of LFP–PVDF (0.40 V), which may be because of the necessary activation process of PI binder during the initial cycles. Figure 4b shows the rate capabilities of LFP–PVDF and LFP–PI. Although they deliver similar reversible capacity at a small rate of 0.2C (1C = 170 mA g\(^{-1}\)), LFP–PI shows significantly larger capacities.

**Figure 3:** SEM images of fresh (a–c) LFP–PVDF and (d–f) LFP–PI electrode films.

**Figure 4:** (a) CV curves at 1.0 mV S\(^{-1}\), (b) rate capabilities, (c) cycle performances at 5C, and (d) Li-ion diffusion coefficients (\(D_{Li}^+\)) of LFP–PVDF and LFP–PI electrodes.
capacity retention of 52.6% than that of LFP–PVDF (23.8%) when the rate increases from 0.2C to 5C, suggesting a much better rate capability. On one hand, the high ion conductivity of PI binder can accelerate the ion transfer between adjacent LFP grains. Besides, the electrochemical activity of PI binder also contributes to extra capacity based on the reversible enolization reaction of carbonyl groups existing in the polymer skeleton [45]. On the other hand, the PVDF binder with electrochemically inert chain structure and poor ion conductivity is unfavorable for the electrochemical performance. Although the LFP–PVDF shows an expected cycle stability with almost no capacity decay after 200 cycles at 5C, it delivers significantly lower capacity than that of LFP–PI at the same rate (Figure 4c). It should be noted that the capacity of LFP–PI gradually increases in the first few cycles because of the active process of PI binders, and the specific capacity after stabilization is 40% higher than that of LFP–PVDF. Besides, the LFP–PI also exhibits superior cycling stability with the capacity retention as high as 98% after 200 cycles compared to the stabilized capacity after active process. To further explore the influence of different binders on the reaction kinetics of LFP electrodes, the Li-ion diffusion coefficients \( D_{Li} \) of LFP–PVDF and LFP–PI were measured through EIS [46]. Figure 4d shows the fitting curves of \( Z_{im} \) and \( \omega^{-0.5} \) for LFP–PVDF and LFP–PI electrodes. The \( D_{Li} \) of the two electrodes can be calculated according to the following formula: \( D_{Li} = R^2T^2/(2A^2n^4F^2c^2\sigma^2) \), where \( R \) is the ideal gas constant \((8.314 \, \text{J mol}^{-1} \, \text{K}^{-1})\), \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( A \) is the surface area of the active material \((\text{cm}^2)\), \( n \) is the transferred electron number during the electrochemical reaction, and \( F \) is the Faraday constant \((96,485 \, \text{C mol}^{-1})\).

Benefiting from the high ion conductivity and electrochemical activity of PI binder, LFP–PI exhibits a significantly enhanced \( D_{Li} \) of \( 8.00 \times 10^{-14} \, \text{cm}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1} \), larger than that of LFP–PVDF \((2.19 \times 10^{-16} \, \text{cm}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1})\).

To verify the stability of PI binder in organic electrolyte, the PI and PVDF powders are immersed into the 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC/EMC electrolyte as shown in Figure 5a. PVDF quickly settled to the bottom of the electrolyte when it was immersed, suggesting a poorer dispersibility. In contrast, the PI binder exhibits uniform dispersion and forms yellow suspension without obvious sedimentation at the beginning of immersing. As the time increased to 24 h, the electrolyte gradually appeared delaminated with a slight sedimentation, and the amount of PI sedimentation did not continue to increase significantly until the immersing time was extended to 48 h. The morphology changes of PI and PVDF powders after immersing in the electrolyte for 48 h were further investigated as shown in Figure 5b and c. Spherical-like PVDF particles with smooth surface cracked into irregular agglomerate after swelling in the organic electrolyte [42]. However, the PI almost maintains the original morphology with similar particle size after immersing in the electrolyte compared to that of the pristine PI powder (Figure 1f). The above results indicate that the PI binder possesses superior dispersion and structural stability in organic electrolyte. SEM images of the two electrode films after cycling test were also analyzed to verify the superior stability of PI binders (Figure 5d and e). Obviously, LFP–PI

---

**Figure 5:** (a) Digital photographs of PVDF and PI powders after immersing in the electrolyte for different times; SEM images of (b) PVDF and (c) PI powders after immersing in electrolyte for 48 h; SEM images of (d) LFP–PVDF and (e) LFP–PI electrode films after cycling test.
electrode shows similar morphology with the fresh electrode (Figure 3d). LFP–PVDF electrode shows manifest re-aggregation during cycling, which can be attributed to the failure morphology of PVDF binder in the electrolyte, leading to the significant reduction of its adhesive ability.

Although the PI binder exhibits excellent stability in the organic electrolyte and contributes to additional capacity based on the reversible reaction of carbonyl groups, there is still a long way to completely replace the commercial PVDF binder. For example, the physical properties such as adhesion strength, ductility, tensile, and electrolyte uptake of PI are necessary to be deeply investigated to optimize the binder content and electrode manufacturing process. The physical/chemical changes of PI binder during the charge–discharge process should be carefully monitored through theoretical and experimental methods. Besides, the influence of molecular weight and chain structure on the adhesive performance also needs further exploration in terms of the structural diversity of PI. Therefore, the implementation of PI–PVDF hybrid binder by combining the advantages of each provides a possible alternative to develop high energy density LIBs. Figure 6 shows the electrochemical performances of three PI–PVDF hybrid binders with different PI content (30, 50, and 70 wt%) accounting for the total binder content (10 wt%) in the electrode components. When the rate increased from 0.2C to 5C, the LFP–PI electrodes show gradually promoted capacity retention of 27.1% (LFP–PI-0.3), 30.8% (LFP–PI-0.5), and 50.4% (LFP–PI-0.7) with the increase in PI content (Figure 6a). The reversible capacities of LFP–PI-0.5 and LFP–PI-0.7 are much higher than that of LFP–PI-0.3 at a small rate of 0.2C, further verifying that the incorporation of PI with high ion conductivity and electrochemical activity in PVDF binder during the electrode fabrication process can elevate the energy density of LFP electrode. Moreover, all the LFP–PI-0.3, LFP–PI-0.5, and LFP–PI-0.7 electrodes exhibit superior cycling stability during 300 cycles at 1C after the first few cycles of activation with the stabilized reversible capacities of 128, 134, and 141 mA h g⁻¹, respectively (Figure 6b). The above results suggest that the PI binder can not only contribute extra capacity and accelerate the electrochemical reaction kinetics of the LFP electrode, but also maintain good bonding stability during long cycling.

4 Conclusion

A multifunctional PI was successfully synthesized through a facile hydrothermal polymerization method and served as a binder for commercial LFP cathode. Compared to the traditional PVDF binder, the PI binder serves as the effective bridges between active particles with stable distribution while boosting ion diffusion through the electrode. The high dispersion stability of PI in NMP can effectively prevent the re-aggregation of active particles during the repeated charge–discharge processes. Moreover, the active carbonyl groups existing in the PI skeleton also can contribute to an extra capacity based on the reversible enolization reaction. The multifunction of PI can synergistically improve the capacity and rate performance of the LFP electrode. Thus LFP–PI electrode shows larger capacity and better rate capability compared with LFP–PVDF electrode. Meanwhile, the PI also can maintain well dispersion stability in the organic electrolyte, endowing LFP–PI electrode with great cycling

Figure 6: (a) Rate capabilities and (b) cycling performances at 1C of LFP–PI-0.3, LFP–PI-0.5, and LFP–PI-0.7 electrodes.
stability compared to the LFP–PVDF electrode. This work offers a new view for developing high-safety and high energy density LFP batteries.
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